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ABSTRACT 

Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs), Thimble Plug Assemblies (TPAs), Primary Neutron 
Sources (PNS) and Secondary Neutron Sources (SNS) are essential for the operation of a Nuclear 
Power Plant. 

Different functional requirements ask for different components and geometries. Therefore three 
different core components are used within the primary circuit: 
• The RCCA, which contains the absorber materials, is used to regulate and shut down the nuclear 

chain reaction. Under these demanding conditions different effects are determining the lifetime of 
the RCCA and in particular of the control rods. Several improvements like ion-nitriding of the 
cladding, lengthening of the bottom end plug, helium backfilling and reduction of the absorber 
diameter in the bottom part, which have already been introduced with the HARMONI™ RCCA, 
show a real improvement in terms of lifetime. 

• The TPAs are used at positions without RCCAs and neutron sources to limit the by-pass flowrate in 
the fuel assembly guide tubes. The advanced TPA design results from a perfect combination of 
French and German design experience feedback. Benefits like homogenized hydraulic flow and 
improved manageability in terms of handling tools show the joined experience. 

• The neutron sources are used to enhance the flux level when the core is sub-critical so as to 
facilitate the core start-up control by the neutron flux detectors. Primary and secondary neutron 
sources are designed in a common way with reviewed and improved methodology. 

As there are different ways and conditions to operate core components, several designs are 
available. For the EPR™, the best methods and products have been chosen. 

All chosen components contribute to an optimized and safe operation of the EPR™. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Core components are essential for a safe and satisfactory operation of a Nuclear Power Plant. 
They can be found in the heart of the primary circuit. To be more precise, they are positioned within 
the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV).  

The core components have several interfaces. All this interfaces have to be checked in detail to 
ensure a safe operation. The Rod Cluster Control Assembly (RCCA), for example, must be compatible 
with the Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) as well as with the Control Rod Guide Assembly 
(CRGA). During operation the RCCA is moved up and down by means of the CRDM for the regulation 
of the nuclear chain reaction. In the case of an automated shut down the RCCA drop down completely 
into the Fuel Assembly (FA) to stop the reaction. During the movements the upper part of the RCCA 
moves into the CRGA. The CRGA is built by several connected plates with holes that have a fitted 
negative form of the RCCA spider. Therefore it has to be checked that they are geometrical 
compatible. The Control Rod Drive Mechanism is needed for the movements of the RCCA. To couple 
the CRDM and the RCCA a special coupling geometry is used to maintain the coupling in any situation 
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except during outages. The CRDM and CRGA are only interfaces in the upper part of the core or 
above the Upper Core Plate (UCP). An additional important interface is the fuel assembly. 

A typical fuel assembly is built by a bundle of several fuel rods, kept in distance by spacers. 
Within such an array there are some positions with so called guide tubes or guide thimbles. These 
tubes have a connection to the top and bottom nozzle. In the lower part of the guide tube the inner 
diameter is reduced. This area is called dashpot. When there is an automated shut down the RCCA 
drops down with high speed. The dashpot is used to reduce the velocity at the end of its travel. The 
connection with the top nozzle plate is designed in such a manner that for example the control rods of 
the RCCA can be inserted. For the following explanation of the core components an array of 17x17 
fuel rods is chosen. Such a fuel assembly, shown in Figure 1, is built with 265 fuel rods, 24 guide 
tubes and one instrumentation tube. At usual 17x17 patterns, the instrumentation lances, whose 
function is to monitor the core activity during operation, are inserted from the bottom into the 
instrumentation tube of the fuel assembly.  

 
Figure 1: Fuel Assembly mock-up  with partially  inserted RCCA 

The RCCA’s are not inserted in all fuel assemblies. They are located in such a manner to 
ensure a safe core shut down. Due to this fact there would be a by-pass flow at the remaining fuel 
assemblies without RCCA. To reduce this by-pass flow Thimble Plug Assemblies (TPA) are used. 
With such TPA’s it is possible to limit the by-pass flow at fuel assemblies with and without RCCA. 
These TPA’s are static components.  

At a first start-up of a Nuclear Power Plant the external neutron detectors have to be checked 
and calibrated. For such a calibration a defined emission rate of neutrons is necessary. Primary 
Neutron Sources (PNSs) have one or more source rods filled with especially dedicated material. Due 
the half life of the material it is not possible to use them for a long time. After one or more cycles the 
PNS is replaced by the Secondary Neutron Source (SNS). Its material is activated during the first 
cycle.  

In the following the geometrical design requirements of the core components are explained in 
detail. Also the different lifetime determining mechanisms as well as the criteria leading to a 
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s. The spring retainer is 
ade of especially chosen stainless steel. This material prevents the hang-up in the spider hub hole 

during impacts induced by repeated rod drops throughout RCCA lifetime.  
 

replacement are described. This information provides a good basis to show afterwards which 
improvements have been achieved in the frame of the realization of the EPR™. The described 
improvements show how the different lifetime phenomena’s are treated and how the core components 
are optimized to ensure a safe and satisfactory operation of the EPR™.  

2 DESIGN BASIS OF CORE COMPONENTS 

2.1 General 

In the following section an overview of the core components will be given. A general description 
in terms of geometry shall provide a background for the explanations of section 3. Especially the 
lifetime mechanisms of a RCCA control rod will be discussed in detail. During operation two 
phenomena determine the lifetime: 

- Wear at the surface control rod  
- Swelling of the absorber material 
Due to these phenomena a defined criteria for replacement show the maximal allowable 

threshold for RCCA’s. Also for TPA’s and Neutron Sources the several components and requirements 
are explained. The design requirements show the different requirements of the core components 
which have to be fulfilled to ensure a safe operation.  
 
2.2 Current design of RCCAs 

2.2.1 Description 

The 17 x 17 RCCA spider takes the form of a central hub or body with radial vanes bearing 
cylindrical fingers which are attached to the control rods, see Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Rod Cluster Control Assembly 

The spider structural members (hub, vanes and fingers) are made of quench annealed stainless 
steel, the standard material for structural members, see Figure 3. They are welded and brazed 
together. The hub is hollow and grooves are machined into its top part for mating with the drive shaft 
coupling. The bottom part contains an elastic system comprising a spring, a retaining ring and the 
tension bolt. The function is to rule out direct contact between the spider hub and the top nozzle plate 
of the fuel assembly at the end of rod drop travel during a reactor shut down. The spring is made of 

ge-hardened 718 alloy, a material which can accommodate high stress levela
m
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Figure 3: RCCA spider with its several components 

 
The 16 vanes each support one or two fingers which provide attachment of the control rods. 

These fingers have tapped holes into which the control rods are screwed then locked by means of 
fitted pins. The pins are welded in place. 

The control rods consist of a tube made of stainless steel and sealed at both ends by welded 
end plugs, see Figure 4. The end plugs are press-fitted and welded with the cladding. The bottom end 
plug is bullet-nosed for smooth guidance of the control rod into the fuel assembly guide tubes 
(continuous section and dashpot) during RCCA motion. The absorber material contained in the control 
rods is held by a helical spring made of age-hardened 718 alloy and preloaded at installation.  

The absorber material can be B4C and Ag-In-Cd. If B4C and Ag-In-Cd are used for a control rod 
usually the Ag-In-Cd is positioned in the bottom part of the control rod.  

Both materials, B4C and Ag-In-Cd, show neutron induced swelling during operation. Control 
rods only with B4C as absorber are not very common due to the swelling rate. 

 
 

 
Figure 4: Example for a RCCA control rod with a combination of absorber materials 
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2.2.2 Lifetime mechanisms 

2.2.2.1 Wear 

During operation several phenomena have influence on lifetime of the control rod. Following the 
most important phenomena’s, wear and absorber swelling, will be explained in detail. 

Wear of control rod cladding may occur as a result of axial movement of the RCCA’s and 
vibration of the control rods against the inner walls of the tubes or plates of the CRGA in the upper 
core structure, vibrations of the CRGA themselves, and/or vibrations against the inner walls of the 
guide tubes of the fuel assemblies. Wear results in wall thinning, which in turn leads to an increase of 
the stresses in the cladding. The permissible wall thinning is calculated conservatively considering the 
mechanical loads. 

Wear has been found at several control rod locations, from bottom to top, see Figure 5. Due to 
the different locations the shape of wear can vary from “crescent” azimuthally shape to so called “2V 
shape”, see Figure 6. Of course, due to the movements of the RCCA also combinations of wear can 
be found. 

In order of increasing importance, the consequences of wear are:  
- occurrence of under-card perforation and release of absorber particles into the reactor 

coolant system, 
- possible fatigue fracture of the control rod in the event of excess wear if the number of steps 

per RCCA is too high.  
This latter risk is very slight in the case of base-load operated units since the RCCA's move very 

little. Preventive measures must nevertheless be taken since a broken control rod could prevent the 
RCCA from dropping. [1];[3] 

 
 

Figure 5: Typical positions of wear for a low 
mobility RCCA 

Figure 6: Typical wear shapes at control 
rods 

2.2.2.2 Swelling of the absorber 

The swelling phenomena appear generally in the lower 50 centimetres of the RCCA control rod. 
Typical swelling can lead to a diameter increase. As a result a crack of the cladding can occur with a 
crack length of a few centimetres. A combination of thermo-mechanical and irradiation-induced 
phenomena are involved: 
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- Slump and creep of the Ag-In-Cd absorber under the effect of compression by the control 
rod spring. The high temperature and the absorber stress during operation increases the 
creep rate of Ag-In-Cd. A big amount of step by step movements during operation might 
also supports the creep of the absorber. Following the absorber will be compressed more 
and more – this lead to a closure of the initial gap between absorber and cladding. 

- Irradiation-induced swelling: neutron flux first induces transmutation of Indium into Tin, 
Silver into Cadmium and after exceeding a Tin threshold, a change of metallographic 
phase. Due to this transmutation processes an increasing volume of the absorber as a 
function of neutron fluence can be observed.  

The two phenomena act together to close the gap between absorber and cladding. When 
contact has occurred, the slump-induced deformation is not sufficient to cause cladding distortion. 
Only irradiation-induced swelling therefore continues until the claddings ultimate uniform elongation is 
reached. A longitudinal crack can then appear in the cladding, releasing the built-up stresses, and 
swelling continues. 

The consequences of swelling are, in the case of rod drop, an increase of the overpressure in 
the guide tube dashpot system whose integrity must be checked. Excessive swelling could even 
theoretically cause the RCCA to become jammed at the bottom of the guide tube.  

Since the crack is longitudinal, as demonstrated by stress calculations and control rod 
observation in hot cells, failure of the lower part of the control rod can be ruled out. [1], [2] 

 
2.2.3 Design criteria 

2.2.3.1 Mechanical criteria 

A RCCA must be designed such that the control rods are fully capable of withstanding the 
mechanical loads occurring during normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences. In 
addition to the mechanisms described in Section 2.2.2, which will be considered in greater detail 
below, a number of additional criteria are taken into account at AREVA NP designs: 
- Anti-reactivity capability of control rods must be kept in any case. 
- No surface boiling shall occur in the gap between control rod and guide thimble. 
- The cladding shall not collapse under the maximum pressure loading. 
- The stress loading shall not result in impermissible cladding deformation. 
- The cyclic stresses shall remain below the permissible limits. 

Observance of these criteria is demonstrated in each case, but is not described in any further 
detail here since none of the mechanisms mentioned above has proven to have a life-limiting effect. 

 
2.2.3.2 Wear criteria 

It is of course necessary to prevent control rod fracture and so mechanical studies have to be 
carried out. 

Getting criteria on control rod mechanical integrity calls for knowledge of the phenomena 
against which precautions must be taken, of the different loadings sustained by the cladding, and of 
the shapes and locations of axial and azimuthal wear. Then it is possible, either on an analytical basis 
or by means of finite element models, to set threshold values above which control rod mechanical 
integrity can no longer be guaranteed. 

All the known loads are obtained from tests and calculations. The result of these studies is the 
maximum allowable wear the RCCA's must not exceed, in order to be reloadable for one or more 
cycles, depending on the specific utility operating conditions. This wear is expressed in terms of 
cladding cross-section or in local wear depth, since both kinds of values are available from the on-site 
measurement stands. [3] 
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2.2.3.3 Swelling criteria 

To avoid jamming the RCCA in the assembly, the gap between the guide tube dashpot and the 
swollen control rod is calculated. The worst case situation is encountered under hot conditions, due to 
Zircaloy and Ag-In-Cd expansion. The criterion relates to the largest increase in diameter measured at 
the elevation where swelling is largest, at pool temperature.  

The second criterion relates to the maximum permissible overpressure at the bottom of the 
guide tubes. This overpressure is obtained intentionally by the fuel assembly guide tube design, to 
decelerate RCCA drop. When swollen control rod drop, the amount of water flowing between the 
guide tube and the control rod decreases and the overpressure increases. It is important at this stage 
to verify the mechanical strength of the guide tube. The calculations are made with values bounding 
the rod drop velocities at the dashpot entry. These values are deduced from the RCCA drop 
recordings made during periodical tests or from a computer code. 

It is seen that swelling, for the high values obtained when cracks occur, with absorber / cladding 
contact, depends primarily on RCCA fluence. Neutronic studies are performed and the calculated 
fluences are correlated with the swelling measured on site. All these studies are used to define the 
swelling increase upper bounds per cycle. [3] 
 
2.2.3.4 Criteria for replacement 

For the RCCA two criteria are used. The first criteria define the maximum allowable wear. When the 
wear kinetics is known, it is possible, according to the control frequency and possible shifting, to define 
the criteria for replacement. Compared to the defined criteria the measured control rods can be 
replaced, reloaded for one or more cycles or shifted. The second criteria define the maximum 
permissible diameter increase. Deducing the swelling kinetics times the number of cycles - say one or 
two - one can infer the swelling limit values. A distinction can be drawn between the RCCA's for 
immediate replacement, those re-loadable for one additional operating cycle and those re-loadable for 
at least two additional cycles.  [3] 
 
2.3 Current design of TPAs 

2.3.1 Description 

This type of core component is used in order to limit the by-pass flow-rate through the guide 
thimbles of the Fuel Assemblies. 

A typical assembly is built as it can be seen in Figure 7 and consists of: 
- a supporting structure in the form of a hold-down assembly, which rests on the top nozzle 

plate.  
- a bundle of 24 thimble plugs whose top end plugs are securely fastened to a base-plate by 

a nut which are then locked in place by a welded pin. 
 
The hold-down assembly is composed of: 
- The base plate perforated for the passage of the primary coolant. Holes are drilled into the 

plate to accommodate burnable poison rods, source rods or thimble plugs. This plate rests 
slight above the top nozzle plate, leaving space for water to flow between the two plates. 

- The spring guide, welded to the base plate, 
- The springs, which are preloaded. 
- The yoke held in position and guided by two pins which ride in slots in the spring guide. The 

yoke fits around the spring guide and compresses the hold-down springs during normal 
operation. 

The thimble plug is a short solid rod used to fill the end of vacant assembly guide tubes, in order 
to limit the fuel assembly by-pass flow. 
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Figure 7: Typical components of a TPA 
 
2.3.2 Lifetime mechanism 

For the Thimble Plug Assembly there is only one lifetime limiting mechanism. During operation 
a relaxation of the 718 alloy springs can be observed. The neutron flux lead to an irradiation induced 
relaxation of the spring. When the relaxation reaches a certain threshold the TPA will be replaced by a 
new TPA. 

 
2.3.3 Design Requirements 

2.3.3.1 Geometric compatibility 

The TPA must be geometrically compatible with the 24 guide thimbles and the top nozzle into 
which it will fit. It must not obstruct the coolant flow through the adaptor plate of this nozzle. It must not 
form a buffer liable to prevent the top nozzle pads from coming in contact with the upper core plate. 

The yoke of the TPA must be also compatible with the geometry of the upper core plate. The 
dimensions have to be chosen so that the TPA is always positioned between UCP and FA. 

 
2.3.3.2 Axial hold-down 

The TPA is subjected to an upward vertical force exerted by the coolant and the buoyancy force 
and a downward vertical force exerted by its own deadweight and the spring force. The gap between 
the top nozzle and the upper core plate varies with the irradiation growth of the fuel assembly and the 
fuel assembly / reactor vessel internals differential expansion. The hold-down system spring guide 
must remain in contact with the top nozzle adaptor plate, irrespective of the distance between the top 
nozzle and the upper- core plate, throughout TPA lifetime. 
 
2.4 Current design of NEUTRON SOURCES 

2.4.1 Description 

The task of the neutron sources within a reactor is to generate a neutron flux of an adequate 
magnitude for monitoring purposes during start-up of the reactor. The primary neutron sources fulfil 
this task in the course of the first cycle. Sometimes the PNS is also used for the following cycles. 
During this period the secondary sources have still not been sufficiently activated by the irradiation in 
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the reactor. As the effectiveness of the primary neutron sources decreases over the course of the first 
and following cycle, the secondary sources - which have been activated - assume this task for the 
remaining reactor operating period.  

 
2.4.1.1 Primary Neutron Source 

The primary neutron source consists of a hold-down assembly, thimble plugs and one primary 
source rod. The source rod is attached to the hold-down assembly. Thimble plugs occupy the 
remaining spider positions. The source rods used comprise a cladding tube made of stainless steel 
welded gas tight with two end plugs. The source rod is positioned in a guide tube of a fuel assembly. 
Empty guide tube positions are occupied by the thimble plugs. The source material is californium with 
the isotope Cf-252 as principal component. The primary source rod is shown in Figure 8. 

This rod contains one or more Californium sources and alumina spacer rods to position the 
source material within the cladding. End plugs are welded with the cladding. The Californium source 
consists of a leak tight steel capsule which provides containment for the californium which is present in 
the oxide form Cf203.  

Alumina is chosen for the spacer rods because it has a low absorption cross section and is 
chemically inert.  
 

Figure 8: Source rod of a Primary Neutron Source 
 

2.4.1.2 Secondary Source Assembly 

The secondary source rods contain the source material in the form of a column of Sb-Be pellets, 
see Figure 9. The pellets are pressed from a homogeneous powder mixture comprising Sb and Be. 
The Sb-Be column can be supported by AI2O3 pellets. During the first cycle(s) the Sb-Be will be 
activated sufficiently to be used after the replacement of the PNS. 

 

Figure 9: Source rod of a Secondary Neutron Source 
2.4.2 Design Requirements 

Three main requirements are defined for source rods:  
- The melting point of the source material shall not be reached. This avoids damage to the 

cladding tube caused by melted or eutectic material or additional elongation of the cladding 
tube due to the increase in volume upon melting.  

- No surface boiling shall occur in the gap between the guide tube and source rod in order to 
avoid problems caused by stress corrosion cracking as a result of oxygen. 

- The cladding tube shall not collapse under the maximum compression. This criterion is 
satisfied if the design pressure difference remains below the critical elastic buckling 
pressure and if the cladding tube is not subjected to elastic deformation.  

Proof of the fact that the stated design criteria are satisfied is provided by way of a series of 
design calculations. Conservative assumptions were made for all design calculations with regard to 
manufacturing tolerances and model parameters. 

re satisfied is provided by way of a series of 
design calculations. Conservative assumptions were made for all design calculations with regard to 
manufacturing tolerances and model parameters. 
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3 DESIGN IN THE FRAME OF THE EPR™ 

3.1 Overview of the primary circuit 

The EPR™ Reactor is a 4 loop pressurized water reactor of the third generation with an 
electrical power output of 1600 MW. Its design is based onto the main advantages of the KONVOI 
reactor of AREVA NP GmbH (formerly Siemens) and of the N4 reactor of AREVA NP SAS (formerly 
Framatome). [4] 

Its fuel assembly is arranged into a 17 x 17 array and is 14 feet long. 
The EPR™ reactor pressure vessel is shown in  
Figure 10: 

 

Figure 10: Overview of the EPR™ reactor pressure vessel 

 Regarding a 17 x 17 fuel array reactor, the main changes compared to the N4 design that 
have a major impact on the core components and fuel assembly designs are: 

- The in-core instrumentation comes from above (usually from below), see Figure 11. 
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- The baffle (core partition structure) is replaced by a heavy reflector that surrounds the 
core basket, see Figure 11. To reduce neutron leakages and flatten the power distribution, 
the space between the polygonal core and the cylindrical core barrel is now filled with a 
heavy neutron reflector. 

   
Figure 11: Incore instrumentation & EPR™ Heavy reflector 

 
The core is composed of 241 fuel assemblies, each of them hosting core components 

(RCCAs, TPAs, PNSs and SNSs). A general view of the core pattern is provided in Figure 12: 

 

The EPR™ contains: 
- 89 RCCAs 
- 146 TPAs 
- 3 PNS 
- 3SNS 

 

Figure 12: EPR™ Core pattern overview 
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3.2 RCCA for EPR™ 

3.2.1 Benefits of improvements 

The design of the RCCA for the EPR™ benefits from all the improvements that have been 
implemented onto the HARMONI™ RCCA supplied by AREVA. 

Historically, the first objective of RCCA improvement was the resistance against wear. Then 
swelling and cracking were found and the remedies now operational to reduce these effects involve: 

- reduction in diameter at the bottom of the absorber, 
- Helium backfilling to limit absorber temperatures, 
- use of an AISI 316L alloy for the cladding. 
The following sections propose to provide a more detailed focus on these improvements. 

 
3.2.1.1 Resistance against wear 

As expressed in § 2.2.2, wear onto the absorber rod of the RCCA is due to the interfaces it has 
with the numerous components surrounding: upper internals and fuel assembly guide tubes. 
Resistance against wear has been enhanced in a major way through two changes: 

- choice of a surface treatment (ion nitriding treatment) 
- bottom end plug lengthening (tip wear) 

 
3.2.1.1.1 Choice of a surface treatment 

Analyses of wear facies (surface appearance and metallographic examination) lead to the 
conclusions that the predominant phenomena involve sliding under elevated loads rather than direct 
high energy shocks between the control rod cladding and its antagonists (upper internals and fuel 
assembly guide thimbles). 

Depending on the wear mechanisms, the fact of modifying the surface of one of the two wear 
partners (surface treatment) reduces the risks of micro-bonding and modification of the superficial 
elastic limits reduces fatigue wear and flaking. The overall contact energy is unaffected by this 
treatment and the wear of the untreated partner does not increase; on the contrary, it most often 
decreases. 

AREVA undertook a research and development program aiming to reduce the wearing of 
stainless steels that eventually lead to the choice for an ionitriding treatment of the cladding material. 

Ionitriding is a process for surface nitrogen enrichment, which helps reduce fatigue and fretting 
wear and is performed by electrical discharge in a rarefied nitrogen-containing atmosphere. For 
stainless steels, it is possible to carry out surface hardening by simple nitrogen diffusion, without 
obtaining a combination layer to avoid any excessive embrittlement. 

The treatment is applied to welded tubes on bottom end plugs, whose top section is masked. 
This leads to enhanced wear resistance throughout the functional part of the rod including the zone 
close to the bullet head; also, the upper end plug can be weld on a Nitrogen-free area of the cladding. 

The control of the Nitrogen gas flowrate, pressure, plasma parameters and thermal cycle leads 
to tubes nitrided deep enough to be wear resistant but without degradation of corrosion resistance. All 
the tubes are examined non-destructively by Eddy Current Technique. 

Tests in frame of the design change as well as operational experience feedback show a drastic 
improvement in the in-reactor wear resistance of the cladding. 

 
3.2.1.1.2 Bottom end plug lengthening 

The bottom end plug treatment is a response to the wear observed on the control rod tip. This 
area is subject to vibration due to water flow which generates wear. To shift the point of wear initiation 
far from the welding area of the bottom end plug with the cladding tube, the bottom end plug is 
lengthened so that wear if any, would occur in an area that is not likely to endanger the absorber rod 
integrity. 
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3.2.1.2 Reduction of absorber diameter 

The gap at the bottom of the absorber rod has been widened by reducing slight the absorber 
diameter to delay significantly the time of contact, without noticeably affecting the RCCA worth or the 
stress applied to the absorber in service. 

This change has as a major impact on the swelling kinetics of the absorber which is influenced 
by: 

- the operating mode, which influences RCCA insertion and therefore the heat up and fluence 
seen by the absorber materials, 

- the spatial distribution of the “absorber - cladding gap” (the off-centering of the absorber in 
the cladding leads to a drop in temperature), 

- changes in the mechanical properties of the absorber materials arising from those in the 
chemical composition and its structure. 

The reduction in absorber diameter postpones contact with the cladding and therefore provides 
a lifetime gain. 
 
3.2.1.3 Helium backfilling 

By increasing the thermal conductivity in the “absorber - cladding gap” before contact, 
Helium backfilling reduces the temperature rise due to gamma heating in the absorber. For control 
rods with reduced diameters centered in the cladding in the nominal operating mode, the presence of 
Helium enables the absorber temperature to be reduced and thus largely offsets the theoretical 
temperature rise induced by widening the “absorber - cladding gap”. 

The outcome is a decrease in differential thermal expansion and enhanced slumping and creep 
resistance, phenomena which are both thermally activated. 
 
3.2.1.4 AISI 316L cladding 

Compared with AISI 304L steel used until now, AIS1 316L is better suited to ionitriding, 
but also benefits from slightly enhanced mechanical properties, such as: 

- slower decrease in ductility (ultimate elongation) with irradiation down to the same 
minimum threshold as 304L steel, thus delaying irradiation embrittlement of the cladding, 

- smaller variation in mechanical properties with temperature in the 300 - 400 °C range 
(better thermal stability), 

- less irradiation deformation (irradiation creep and intrinsic swelling reduced), which 
promotes limiting of post-crack swelling. 

 
3.2.2 Design for the EPR™ 

The HARMONITM RCCA for the EPR™ benefits from all the improvements described in section 
3.2.1 and therefore from all the operational experience feedback of AREVA. It is adapted to the EPR™ 
characteristics and fulfills its functional requirements. 

The HARMONITM RCCA is made of a spider and a set of 24 control rods as shown in Figure 2. 
Due to the excellent operating behavior of the RCCA described in section 2, only the following 

modifications are made compared to the N4 RCCA: 
- optimized absorber heights within the rod and control rod length to cope with the EPR™ 

requirements in terms of fuel management 
- optimized RCCA weight with regards to rod drop time and safety analyses 
- optimized RCCA spider spring with regards to rod drop loads 
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3.3 TPA for EPR™ 

3.3.1 Benefits of French and German designs 

At the time of the basic design of the TPA for the EPR™ was set, the following new constraints 
had to be taken into account: 

- to homogenize the hydraulic flow in the upper internals 
- to be handle able by the same tool as the one of the RCCA 
These constraints were new for the design of a 17x17 TPA. Taking advantages of the 

operational experience feedback of AREVA NP SAS and AREVA NP GmbH, the design for the EPR™ 
has been built so as to enhance the eventual product. 

The German TPA is shown in Figure 13. The elastic device within the coupling piece is similar 
to the one of the EPR™ RCCA. The TPA is maintained between the upper core plate (UCP) and top 
nozzle thanks to a bridge that crosses the UCP hole.  

The French TPA is showed in Figure 14. The elastic device is surrounding the guide. The TPA 
is maintained between UCP and top nozzle thanks to the yoke arm that is large enough to bridge the 
UCP hole. 

  
Figure 13: Thimble Plug Assembly Figure 14: Thimble Plug Assembly 

Regarding the manufacturing aspects, the German TPA has a lot of experience, and the EPR™ 
TPA benefits from this experience. 

The following improvements have also been set out: 
- a conical retaining ring that prevents any risk of jamming when the UCP is put in place 
- extended vanes to maintain the TPA 
- instrumentation rings to enable the passage of the in-core instrumentation 
Unlike the 17x17 TPA spring and likewise the TPA spider shown in Figure 7, the EPR™ TPA 

spring is deflected from downwards when the retaining ring “enters” the hub; the load is now 
transformed axially. The spring is hence less solicitated at core start-up.  

 
3.3.2 Design for the EPR™ 

The spider of the TPA has a design derived from the RCCA in order to homogenize the 
hydraulic flow in the upper internals and to allow handling the TPA and the RCCA with the same tools. 
Nevertheless, unlike the RCCA spider design, the TPA spider showed in Figure 15 is made up of two 
parts: 
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- the upper hub which includes a special groove inside to ensure TPA prehension by the 
handling tools, 

- the vane-supporting hub which includes vanes and bosses to ensure the fixation of the 
rods. It also includes two vanes radially extended and projected upward on the upper core 
plate in order to ensure the TPA holddown during operating conditions. 

The spider hub of the TPA contains an elastic system including a spring and a sleeve whose 
function is to holddown the TPA on the top nozzle of the fuel assembly to prevent the TPA from 
potential vibrations induced by the hydraulic flow. Furthermore it allows to accommodate the variation 
in size of the fuel assembly caused by the thermal expansion and the fuel assembly growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: EPR™ TPA 

 
 

Owing to the core instrumentation device specificity (insertion in the fuel assemblies from the 
vessel head), the EPR™ has three types of TPAs which differ in their spider designs and in the 
number of rods: 

- Type 1 is the widely used, see Figure 16. It has 24 thimble plugs. 
- Type 2 is specific for instrumented core positions, see Figure 16. the 24th thimble plug rod is 

replaced by an instrumentation ring. 
- Type 3 is specific for the passage of the instrumentation, see Figure 17. It has two 

symmetrical instrumentation rings. 
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Table 1 provides the main characteristics of the EPR™ TPAs: 

Table 1: EPR™ TPAs characteristics  

TPA type Spider type Number or rods per TPA 

1 Figure 16 24 

2 Figure 16 23 

3 Figure 17 22 
 
 

 
Figure 16: EPR™ Spider Type 1 & Type 2 

 
Figure 17: EPR™ Spider Type 3 
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All Neutron Source Assemblies are located in non-instrumented positions and share the same 
spider as the TPA with 24 thimble plugs. 

The thimble plug is a short solid rod used to fill the end of vacant assembly guide thimbles, in 
order to limit the fuel assembly by-pass flow. The design of a thimble plug rod is shown in Figure 18.  

Due to the shape of spider vane, there are two thimble plug rod lengths. The four inner plugs 
are longer than the 20 others. This is needed for handling aspect. 

 
Figure 18: Thimble plug  

3.4 NSA for the EPR™ 

3.4.1 State of the art 

Neutron source assemblies for EPR™ are designed so as to ensure their functional 
requirements as expressed in section 2.4.2. Likewise the RCCA and the TPA, they benefit from the 
operational experience feedback of AREVA though their design characteristics are fundamentally 
identical to those already used in the existing PWR reactors. 

The specificity of the EPR™ makes the NSAs to fulfill the following requirements: 
- a required activity for the neutron emitting rate 
- a positioning within the core so as to ensure a proper release of neutrons towards the 

neutron ex-core detectors 
The use of a heavy reflector (see section 3.1) implies to strengthen the required activity of the 

sources at beginning of life as the neutron flux detection needs to be sufficient despite the damping 
influence of the heavy reflector. 
 
3.4.2 Design for the EPR™ 

3.4.2.1 Primary source assembly 

The primary source assembly consists of: 
- a spider as the one of the TPA type 1, see Figure 16 
- a set of 23 thimble plug rods 
- a primary source rod, see Figure 19 

 

 
Figure 19: EPR™ Primary source rod 

The neutron source rod contains californium source (Cf 252) and alumina spacer rods to 
position the source material within the cladding. Alumina was chosen for the spacer rods because of 
its low absorption cross section and its lower dilatation coefficient compared to primary source rod 
cladding. Furthermore, it is chemically inert. 

The primary source consists of two leaktight steel capsules which provide containment for the 
Californium source. The length of the source is determined by the required emission rate.  
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3.4.2.2 Secondary source assembly 

The secondary source assembly consists of: 
- a spider as the one of the TPA type 1, see Figure 16 
- a set of 24 secondary source rods, see Figure 20 

The secondary source rods contain secondary source material in the form of Antimony-
Beryllium pellets stacked up at the bottom of the rod. The secondary source rod is helium pressurized 
to avoid the risk of clad creep-down due to the collant pressure. As for the thimble plugs, 4 secondary 
rods have longer top end plugs than the 20 others. 

Figure 20: EPR™ Secondary source rods 

4 CONCLUSION 

Core components are key components to assure an optimized and safe operation of a PWR 
nuclear power plant. Due to their functions and a lot of different interfaces, their design requirements 
are stringent, especially for the Rod Cluster Control Assembly. The lifetime of the core components is 
limited and has to be taken into account in their designs. Phenomena like wear at the control rod and 
swelling of the absorber have influence on the lifetime of the RCCA.  

Several improvements like ion-nitriding of the cladding, lengthening of the bottom end plug, 
helium backfilling and reduction of the absorber diameter in the bottom part have been introduced with 
the HARMONI™ RCCA and lead to a significant increase of the lifetime.  

Regarding the TPA, the French and German expertise covering operational feedback from a 
large variety of different design and reactors resulted in the development of an advanced design. 
Design features like homogenized hydraulic flow and improved manageability in terms of handling 
tools show the joined experience. 

The Neutron Sources ensure calibrated neutron detectors. Their geometrical designs and the 
materials used are chosen on the basis of a lot of operational experience. The used methodology has 
been reviewed and optimized to ensure the core start-up control by the neutron flux detectors. 

Finally it can be pointed out, that for the EPR™ the best methodologies and products have been 
chosen to ensure an optimized and safe operation of the nuclear power plant.  

 
EPR and HARMONI are trademarks of AREVA NP 
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